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Abstract

We prove that for closed 2-calibrated manifolds there always exist Lefschetz pencil structures. This generalizes simil
for symplectic and contact manifolds.To cite this article: A. Ibort, D. Martínez Torres, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 339 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Pinceaux de Lefschetz pour variétés 2-calibrées.On prouve qu’il existe toujours des pinceaux de Lefschetz pou
variétés fermées 2-calibrées. Ce résultat généralise des constructions similaires pour les variétés symplectiques et
Pour citer cet article : A. Ibort, D. Martínez Torres, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 339 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The programme started by Donaldson [3] by using approximately holomorphic geometry to study the to
of symplectic manifolds has been extended recently to the wider framework of2-calibrated manifolds (see [7] an
references therein). In the same vein Donaldson was ableto show the existence of Lefschetz pencils structu
for closed symplectic manifolds, extending in this way well-known ideas in Hodge geometry to the sym
category. In this Note we will show the existence of the corresponding notion of Lefschetz pencils for 2-ca
structures generalizing the construction by Presas [9] for contact manifolds (see also the related open book dec
positions introduced in [6]).

A 2-calibrated manifold is a smooth manifoldM of dimension 2n+ 1 carrying a codimension 1 distributionD,
and a closed 2-formω non-degenerate onD [7]. The notion of 2-calibrated manifold includes as particular instan
those of contact manifolds, certain constant rank Poisson manifolds, positive confoliations, and as a very p
instance smooth taut foliations of 3-manifolds. Thinking precisely on the later example, we could imagine
schetz pencil as a map defining on each leaf a ramified covering of the Riemann sphere by a nearly holomorphi
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map with singular points of index 2. Thus the ramification set would be given by a link transversal to the fo
and such that its image would be in general position. A natural generalization for 2-calibrated manifolds
also [9]):

Definition 1.1. Let (M,D,ω) be a 2-calibrated manifold. A Lefschetz pencil structure onM is given by a triple
(f,A,B), whereB is a compact real codimension four 2-calibrated submanifold, andf :M\B → S2 is a smooth
map whose set of singular points alongD is the compact 2-calibrated one-dimensional submanifoldA. The image
of A (with possibly many connected components) has to be an immersed curve with transverse doubl
Moreover,f has the following local structure:

(i) For each pointx ∈ B there are coordinatesz1, . . . , zn, s compatible with(ω,D) centered atx and a holomor-
phic chart inCP1, such that in a ball small enough the setB is given byz1 = z2 = 0, and out ofB the map is
given byf (z, s) = z2/z1.

(ii) For each pointy ∈ A there are coordinatesz1, . . . , zn, s compatible with(ω,D) centered aty and a holomor-
phic chart inCP1, such thatf (z, s) = g(s) + z2

1 + · · · + z2
n, whereg(0) = f (y) andg′(0) �= 0.

The inverse image of a regular pointc is thus an open 2-calibrated submanifold inM\A. Because of the loca
model around points inB, the closure off −1(c) is the closed calibrated submanifoldf −1(c) ∪ B, that will be
called the fibre off at c. We can state now the main result of this note.

Theorem 1.2.Any closed 2-calibrated manifold has a Lefschetz pencil structure.

Applying a slightly refined version of this result to a smooth taut foliationF of M3 we get:

Corollary 1.3. There exist a pair (f,A) where A is a link transversal to F and f :M3 → S2 is a smooth map
which (i) is a submersion along TF on M\A, (ii) f (A) is in general position and (iii) around any point x ∈ A

there exist coordinates z, s compatible with (ω,F), and a complex coordinate in S2 such that f (z, s) = g(s) + z2,
with g(0) = 0, g′(0) �= 0.

In dimension 3 the foliation is by Riemann surfaces. Ourtechniques do not produce in general meromorphi
functions. These have been constructed by Ghys [5] forlaminations by Riemann surfaces of compact spaces
also [2] for more general results), but they are not generic in our sense. It will be shown elsewhere th
(M,D,ω) ⊂ CP

N , D is a distribution by complex subspaces andω is the restriction of the Fubini–Study 2-form
an approximately holomorphic theory yielding holomorphic results can be developed.

2. Local models and approximately holomorphic coordinates

We use systematically local charts thatcoincide approximately with the flat model(Cn × R,Dh,J0, g0) for a
2-calibrated manifolds, where(Dh,J0) is the natural integrable horizontal distributionC × {·} with its canonical
leafwise complex structure andg0 the Euclidean metric. Letgk denote the rescaled metrickg.

Definition 2.1. A family of adapted charts to the sequence(M,D,gk) is a set of mapsψk,x : (Cn × R,0) →
(Uk,x, x), x ∈ M, such thatψ∗

k,xDx = Dh(0) and, fork large enough, there are constantsγ,ρ0 > 0, with γ −1g0 �
gk � γg0 such that|∇jψ−1

k,x |gk � O(1) in Bg(x,ρ0).

Definition 2.2. Let Ek be a sequence of either hermitian or O(n)-vector (or unitary) bundles with compatib
connection∇k over the almost CR manifold(M,D,J,g) and letTk ∈ Γ (Ek). We will say thatTk approximately
vanishes up to orderr, and we will denote it byTk �r 0, if for everyk large enough the inequalities|∇j Tk|gk �
O(k−1/2), j = 0, . . . , r, hold.
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If the inequalities hold for allr, we will say that we have an approximated equality and we will denote it sim
by Tk � 0.

If Ek = E is a constant sequence, in local adapted coordinatesx1
k , . . . , x2n+1

k Definition 2.2 requires
∣
∣∂ |p|(ψ∗

k,xTk)/∂x
p
k

∣
∣
g0

� O
(
k−1/2), p = (p1, . . . , p2n+1), |p| = p1 + · · · + p2n+1, |p| � r,

at points inBgk (0,O(1)) and independently ofx.
The choice of adapted charts provides trivializations of the bundles associated toT M. Therefore, by choosin

a fixed tensorT0 of the corresponding trivial bundle we are selecting a local tensor for eachk andx (for example
J0). In this situation, we say that a given sequence of tensorsTk of the corresponding bundle coincides withT0 up
to orderr, if at the points ofBgk (0,O(1)) (and independently ofk andx)

∣
∣∂ |p|(ψ∗

k,xTk − T0)/∂x
p

k

∣
∣
g0

� O
(
k−1/2), p = (p1, . . . , p2n+1), |p| = p1 + · · · + p2n+1, |p| � r.

Definition 2.3. We will say that a familyψk,x :Cn × R → Uk,x ⊂ M of local adapted charts for(M,D,J,gk) is
approximately holomorphic ifψ∗

k,xD � Dh, Vk,x -defined to be the unique local vector field such that∂/∂sk +Vk ∈
ψ∗

k,x(D⊥)– is of size O(1) and all its derivatives of size O(k−1/2), and the corresponding coordinate functio

z
j
k :Uk,x → C are approximately holomorphic (see [7]).

Approximately holomorphic coordinates as defined in this note always available. We will assume that w
fixed one such a family. The important property is that a sequence of sectionsτk of Ek is approximately holomor
phic (see [7]) if and only if its pullback by the approximately holomorphic charts is a sequence of approxi
holomorphic sections of the almost CR manifold(Cn × R,Dh,J0, g0) (see [8,1] for a more general definition
approximately holomorphic coordinates in the full domainBgk (0,O(k1/2)).

Not chosing an almost CR structure associated to a 2-calibrated manifold, we have the following notion

Definition 2.4. Let (M,D,ω) be a 2-calibrated manifold. We will say that a local chartϕ :Cn × R → M is com-
patible withω if ϕ∗(Dh) coincides withD at the origin and, with respect to the canonical complex structure onDh,
the restriction ofω is positive and(1,1).

3. Proof of the main theorem

We shall denote byEk as above the sequence of very ample hermitian bundlesC
2 ⊗ L⊗k → (M,D,J,g).

The bundle of pseudo-holomorphic 1-jets alongD –J 1
DEk– has an approximately holomorphic quasi-stratificat

with strataZk and Σk,n (see [8,7]). The main theorem of [7] asserts the existence of approximately hol
phic sequences of sectionsτk of Ek uniformly transversal alongD to these quasi-stratification. Quotienting t
components ofτk we will obtain an approximately holomorphic sequence of mapsφk :M \ Bk → CP

1 verifying:

(i) The setBk = τ−1
k (Zk) is a compact submanifold of real codimension 4 uniformly transversal toD.

(ii) The setΣn(φk) given by the points where∂φk is singular is a compact submanifold of codimension 2n uni-
formly transversal toD.

The required local model forφk around the points ofBk follows from the following result.

Proposition 3.1 (see [9,8]). For every x ∈ Bk there exist approximately holomorphic coordinates z1
k, . . . , z

n
k , sk ,

centered at x and a holomorphic chart on CP1 such that in Bgk (x,O(1)), Bk is given by z1
k = z2

k = 0, and
φk(zk, sk) = z2

k/z
1
k .

Regarding the points of the singular link, the following result holds (see [8]):
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Proposition 3.2.There exists a perturbation τ ′
k of the sequence τk with τ ′

k � τk , approximately holomorphic coor-
dinates around any point y ∈ Σn(φ

′
k) compatible with ω, and holomorphic charts in CP

1, such that the formula
for the maps φ′

k = (τ ′
k)

2/(τ ′
k)

1 is φ′
k(zk, sk) = φ′

k(0, sk) + (z1
k)

2 + · · · + (zn
k )2.

Moreover there are radiusρ2 > ρ1 > 0, new distributionsDk , almost-complex structuresJk and functionsφ′
k,

such that:

(i) Dk � D andJk � J , whereDk = D, Jk = J out of a tubular neighborhood ofΣn(φk) or radiusρ2, and both
are integrable in the tubular neighborhood of radiusρ1.

(ii) φk � φ′
k , with φk = φ′

k out of a tubular neighborhood ofΣn(φk) or radiusρ2, andφ′
k holomorphic in the tubula

neighborhood of radiusρ1.

Fork large enough, the triple(Ak,φ
′
k,Σn(φ

′
k)) is the Lefschetz pencil structure of Theorem 1.2. The gener

of φ′
k(Σn(φ

′
k)) is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2 by considering a perturbation independent of the ho

morphic coordinates. Finally an easy adaptation of the argument in [4,9] allows us to modify the function in su
a way that we have the desired coordinates.

If the distribution of the 2-calibrated manifold(M,D,J,g) integrates into a foliationF it is not necessary to
choose a retractionr for the projectionp :T ∗M → D∗ to define higher covariant derivatives alongD (and its∂

and ∂̄ components). We can use on each leaf the Levi-Civita connection defined byg|F . In this way we obtain a
natural (foliated) approximately holomorphic theory onM. The approximately holomorphic charts and the ch
compatible withω can be chosen to sendF into the horizontal distributionDh. In this foliated theory we will obtain
again the same estimated transversality theorems and normal forms that were obtained in [7] and [8]. We w
a subindexF for objects constructed in the foliated theory. It is easy to show that forEk very ample,τk ∈ Γ (Ek)

is approximately holomorphic if and only it is approximately holomorphic for the foliated theory. Moreover, w
have bundle mapsrj : (D∗1,0)

�p ⊗ Ek → (r(D)∗1,0)
�p ⊗ Ek , induced by the retractionr associated to the metric

The important observation at this point is that the image ofj
p

Fτk coincides approximately withjp
Dτk and that

the corresponding Thom–Boardmann quasi-stratifications are related by the bundle morphismJ p

FEk → J p
DEk

induced byr. Thus, if jp

Dτk is uniformly transversal to the Thom–Boardmann quasi-stratification, the sam
happen forjp

Fτk . Thus we conclude that the results obtained in [7] and Theorem 1.2 (using the foliated a
of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) also hold for foliated almost-complex manifolds and its corresponding foliated alm
holomorphic geometry discussed here. In particular, this proves Corollary 1.3.
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